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Yemen has seen a number of significant developments in 2022, including the replacement of

former President Hadi with the Presidential Leadership Council as an outcome of the Riyadh

consultations, followed by the Truce and other important events. In order to provide context

and understanding of these events, the Washington Center for Yemeni Studies has compiled a

report titled “A Year in Review 2022 ,” which highlights some of the most significant happenings

in the country over the past year.

The report aims to provide a useful overview of the current situation in Yemen, and we hope that

it will be a valuable resource for those interested in staying informed about the latest

developments in the country.

Thank you for your continued support of the Washington Center for Yemeni Studies. We will

continue to bring you updates and analysis on the situation in Yemen and other important issues.

Click here to read

A Year in Review 2022

https://wcys.org/wp-content/uploads/2023/01/A-Year-in-Review-2022-Updated.pdf
https://youtu.be/RSgwEPoURP0
https://youtu.be/meJAyKhtd20
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The United Nations envoy for Yemen said on Monday he was encouraged by intensified efforts

for an expanded truce deal but stressed they should seek an inclusive process for a sustainable

political settlement.

Click Here to Read

UN envoy encouraged by intensified efforts to end Yemen war

The U.S. Navy seized over 2,100 assault

rifles from a ship in the Gulf of Oman it

believes came from Iran and were bound for

Yemen’s Iranian-backed Houthi rebels, a

Navy spokesman said Tuesday. It was the

latest capture of weapons allegedly

heading to the Arab world’s poorest

country.

US Navy says it seized Iran assault
rifles bound for Yemen

Saudi Arabia’s foreign minister said on

Wednesday that progress was being made

towards ending the Yemen war, in which

Riyadh leads a military coalition, but more

work was needed, including reinstating a

truce and transitioning to a permanent

ceasefire.

Saudi foreign minister sees progress
towards ending Yemen war
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The United Nations envoy for Yemen said on Monday he was encouraged by intensified efforts

for an expanded truce deal but stressed they should seek an inclusive process for a sustainable

political settlement.
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UN envoy encouraged by intensified efforts to end Yemen war

A new military group in Yemen, the Nation

Shield Force, has been created by

Leadership Council President Rashad Al-

Alimi as part of a push to unify armed groups

and scattered units throughout government-

controlled territories.

Yemeni leader creates military
unit under reconstruction strategy

Three alleged Al-Qaeda militants were

killed in a suspected US drone strike in

northeastern Yemen on Monday, local

government officials said. The attack was

carried out on a car in Marib province, the

scene of heavy fighting in 2021 in Yemen’s

long-running civil war, the officials said.

Three Al-Qaeda suspects killed in
Yemen drone strike: officials
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